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INTRODUCTION
This document sets out the operating requirements for any vessel entering into the Kaikōura Peninsula Area of Restricted Access
(the Area) as defined in Harbourmaster’s Direction 16-1.

Weather and sea conditions
The Kaikōura Peninsula is an exposed location and subject to rapid and violent changes in weather. Masters should obtain up to
date weather information at all times.
The rapid change in weather means changes in sea conditions also occur rapidly. Such changes in conditions may dictate a vessel is
required to depart the Area and make passage to the next port with no opportunity to allow passengers to re-embark prior to
departure.
A weather forecast and station reports are available on VHF CH 79.

Use of vessel tenders
Operation of tenders to the Gooch Bay boat harbour and Ingles Bay wharf must be carefully managed. The exposed location of
the area and almost constant swell conditions can make the operation of tenders difficult. The landing points can be subject to
significant surge making embarkation and disembarkation of passengers difficult.
The passage to and from each landing point can be through narrow, rock bordered channels. The channels require the use of
experienced and competent tender masters. The tender master must be suitably experienced to be able to follow lead marks and to
manoeuvre a tender in surge conditions among kelp and rocks.
The rapid change of weather could mean that tenders are unable to return to the ship safely and may have to be left at Kaikōura.
All operators must have a suitable plan in place to allow tenders to be returned to the ship at a later time or a different port (land
transport).

Leisure and commercial users
During the summer months (November to May) there can be numerous recreational and small commercial vessels operating from
the Kaikōura coastline and Peninsula. This can lead to extremely busy periods at launching ramps and docks at the north and south
side of the Peninsula. These busy periods may make it difficult for ship tenders to approach or berth at a wharf, jetty or pontoon.
With the approach of a significant change in weather a ship may find that the number of recreational vessels attempting to return
from sea and be returned via the ramps to their trailer, could prevent tenders from collecting their passengers from ashore.

Royal New Zealand Navy
Vessels of the Royal New Zealand Navy (RNZN) often navigate within the area. RNZN vessels may be involved in operations that
preclude them from making VHF radio reports or that mean they may be in an unusual location or may not be making an Automatic
Identification System (AIS) transmission. RNZN vessels carry a copy of these operating requirements and are aware of your
operational limitations and requirements. All mariners should observe the common practice of good seamanship when navigating
within the Harbour.

Audits and review

The Harbourmaster or his /her representative may audit the operation of any vessel entering the Kaikōura Peninsula Area of
Restricted Access.

LIMITING REQUIREMENTS
Under Keel Clearance
The master of every vessel (excluding tenders) shall ensure a minimum under keel clearance of 4 metres is maintained.

Visibility
No vessel may enter into the Area when visibility is less than 1 nautical mile.

Navigation during hours of darkness
No vessel may enter into or remain within the Area between the hours of sunset and sunrise.

Maximum wind speed
Given the variety of vessel and tender types used there is no limit on the maximum wind speed for vessel operation in the Area. The
exposed location means a moderate wind will quickly render the seas too rough for tender operations. A vessel master is reminded
to ensure their ship and tenders are operated within their design capability and the experience and capability of the tenders’ crew.

Automatic Identification System (AIS)
Every vessel entering the Area must be fitted with an operational AIS of class A. This AIS system must remain switched on and
transmitting at all times. Tenders fitted with AIS must have it operational at all times.

Navigation with inoperative equipment
Where any navigational, manoeuvering or communication equipment is inoperative the master must report this to the
Harbourmaster immediately; and may not enter into or remain within the Area without the express permission of the
Harbourmaster.

Fuel oil transfers
The internal transfer of oil within the vessel whilst within the Area is prohibited.
Any transfer of fuel oil to a tender must be completed in an appropriate manner. It is preferable that a tender is removed from the
water, or is in calm conditions during any transfer operation,
The use of a refueling system where the Tender’s fuel tank filling pipe is sealed to the tank filling point, and the tank’s vent pipe is
connected to a hose back on board the ship, is recommended.

Hot work
No vessel shall undertake any work involving gas or electric welding, or cutting or grinding operations, without first seeking the
permission of the Regional Harbourmaster. Permission for hot work operations will only be granted in exceptional circumstances.

Accidents, incidents and near miss
Any accident or incident involving the cruise ship, or its tender operation, must be reported to the Harbourmaster immediately and
followed up with a written report with 48 hours.
A report must also be made to Maritime New Zealand. A reporting form can be found at www.maritimenz.govt.nz.

Harbourmaster’s Office

Phone +64 3 328 9168
Email harbourmaster@ecan.govt.nz
www.ecan.govt.nz

OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS
Charts and publications
A vessel must have all necessary charts and pilot books pertaining to Kaikōura Peninsula. These charts and publications are to be in
accordance with SOLAS V and/or Maritime Rule 25.
Masters must ensure that all charts are corrected up to date from New Zealand Notices to Mariners. Some NZ charts are not
corrected within the Admiralty Notices to Mariners system and must therefore be checked to ensure they are up to date with New
Zealand Notices to Mariners

Passage plan
A passage plan must be prepared prior to entering the Area. This plan must include;
• Proposed course,
• Anchorage or drift location,
• Wind and sea condition limits,
• Areas of hazard

Manoeuvering and navigation equipment to be ready for immediate use
The vessel’s manoeuvering equipment must be maintained ready for immediate use at all times the vessel is within the Area.

Use of Manoeuvring and dynamic positioning equipment
The marine environment at Kaikōura is pristine and one of the reasons people visit the area. The use of thrusters, manoeuvering
and dynamic positioning equipment should be avoided in areas where they may cause undue disturbance of the seabed. Such
disturbance can be minimised by remaining in deeper water or moving to deeper water/ stopping use of equipment if water
discolouration is seen in the vessel wash.

Movement of multiple vessels
Where two or more cruise ships visit the Kaikōura Peninsula on the same day the vessel masters must ensure the operation of their
ship or tenders does not adversely affect the second vessel or the safety of any person or vessel. It is expected there will be a high
degree of communication and cooperation between the bridge teams of each vessel.

POSSIBLE ANCHORAGE/SHELTER LOCATIONS

Anchorage
Masters may anchor to the south west or north east of the Peninsula. There are several off-lying obstructions in both locations, and
also a submarine cable in the north of the Area.
A master may choose to slow steam or drift rather than anchor.

Communications
There is no harbour control VHF station at the Kaikōura Peninsula. The Harbourmaster is located at Lyttelton. Contact with the
Harbourmaster should be made via telephone. There is provision of a call forwarding option for after-hours contact.
DDI: +64 3 328 9168
Kaikōura Maritime Radio provides scheduled weather forecast information and emergency assistance on VHF channel 16 and 67.

Emergency response procedures
Every vessel must have comprehensive emergency response plans in place. These must include:
• Medical evacuation
• When conditions make it impossible to re-board passengers and or tenders
• Earthquake
• Oil spill
• Tender incident (breakdown, grounding, sinking, collision)
• Tsunami
These plans must be available to the ship’s agent and contain contact details for each person or organisation mentioned.

Operation of Tenders
There are two options that may be suitable for the landing of passengers; Gooch Bay and Ingles Bay. Both locations are approached
via channels through extensive rocky areas. These approaches are liable to have areas of kelp which may be thick in places. The
exposed nature of the Area means a swell is almost always present. Because of this, under keel clearances can be quickly reduced
when the trough of a swell is experienced.
The swell conditions can also mean a tender is liable to surge alongside the landing point. This can create issues for both the
people embarking/disembarking, and for the structure and integrity of the vessel itself.
Several cruise ships that operate ‘Expedition Cruises” in high latitudes manage the tender operations effectively and have well
trained and practiced tender crews. A vessel master may be able to obtain pertinent safety information from other operators in
the Area. Where a vessel master (or tender crew) is unsure or is not familiar with the Area then the operation of tenders is not
recommended.
There are local operators who are familiar with the Area in all conditions. There may be opportunities to make use of the vessels and
experience of these operators if arranged sufficiently in advance.

Option 1: Ingles Bay
Landing may be possible on the steps on the west side of the wharf ‘A’ or at the launching ramp ‘B’
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North wharf (A) – steps can be seen in the centre bottom of the image. Photo taken looking NE

North wharf launching ramp (B) - with small concrete jetty. Photo taken looking E
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Option 2: Gooch Bay
Landing may be possible at the jetties in the harbour by prior arrangement with the facility owner
– see last page for owner details.
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Public boat ramp (A) - Photo taken looking NE
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Dolphin encounters jetty (B) – photo taken looking S
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Whale watch Kaikoura jetty (C) – note there is also room to the right of the ramp
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3 pairs of pile beacons along sides of main channel - Photo taken looking E
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Looking landward along the channel to the shore - Photo taken looking NE

Looking out to sea through the channel markers from the public boat ramp - Photo taken looking
NE

End

FACILITY AND ASSET OWNERS

The Wharf at Ingles Bay is owned and operated by Kaikōura District Council. Part of the South Bay boat harbour is owned and
operated by Whale Watch Kaikōura, part by Dolphin Encounters and part by Kaikōura District Council (see photo below). For use
of the wharf, berths in the areas indicated (red or purple), or to discuss use of the Whale Watch or Dolphin Encounters vessels
please contact the appropriate party via the contact details given.

WHALE WATCH KAIKŌURA FACILITIES (SHOWN IN RED)
KAIKŌURA DISTRICT COUNCIL FACILITIES (SHOWN IN
YELLOW)
DOLPHIN ENCOUNTERS FACILITIES (SHOWN IN PURPLE)

Whale Watch Kaikōura

Kaikōura District Council

Roger Williams, Manager-Marine Operations
T: +64 3 319 7904
F: +64 3 319 6545
M: +64 21 989 568
E: roger@whalewatch.co.nz

T: +64 3 319 5026
E: kdc@Kaikōura.govt.nz
PO Box 6
34 Esplanade
Kaikōura

E18/6735-1

Dean Kennedy, Chief Skipper
T: +64 3 975 0504
F: +64 3 319 6545
M: +64 27 483 4264
E: dean@whalewatch.co.nz

Dolphin Encounters
Ian Bradshaw, Operations Manager
T: +64 3 319 6777
E: ian@dolphin.co.nz

Environment Canterbury
PO Box 345
P. 03 365 3828
Customer services phone 0800 324 636

